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Bottle Collection System for
Automatic Blow Moulding Mahchine

Automatic Bottles Collection System for Automatic Blow Moulding Machine is the
perfect labor-saving component to meet the demands of Manpower Reduction for All
type of Automatic 2 Step Pet Bottle stretch Blow Molding Machine. Machine is
Pneumatic based system designed to clamp bottles coming from tilting arm of
Automatic Blow Machines. No longer are employees required to manually Pick the
bottles from shut and place the bottles one by one in the bag with proper arrangement –
an otherwise tedious and time consuming task.

Eminence has Developed Standard Take out system for:
1. Global Pet 2 and 4 Cavity Automatic Blow Moulding Machine for Jars, Soft drink and
Edible Oil bottles.
2. Sidle 2 Cavity Automatic Blow Moulding machine for Soft Drink Bottles
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Why Automatic Bottles Collection System for Automatic Blow
Moulding Machine?















Synchronised Speed and Fully Automated
No Human touch on the Bottles.
No unpacked goods storage on the floor.
Easy changeover parts at bottle changing which provides minimum time for
bottle changeover.
Increases efficiency and productivity for production lines
It can workout for any shape like round, oval, square, etc. It is enable for
unsymmetrical shape of bottles also.
Contact parts are resistant to flaking, chipping, scuffing so will not cause any
cosmetic damage to containers
Saves money through efficient use of personnel
Minimal operator training required
Fast adjustment reduce downtime and maximize uptime
Built to be reliable, trouble-free and dependable for years of operation
INDIAN made-easy access to spare parts and service assistance
User friendly & maintenance less design.
Low noise level at higher speed.

For more details check website www.eminencemech.com or contact us at
info@eminencemech.com
call us at +91 9909902394
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